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The recent demise of Saab has offered ALG a fresh opportunity to examine
the effect of a phase-out on the market for that brand’s vehicles. In the long
run, orphaned vehicles can bring high values—think Packard or Duesenberg.
But the immediate impact tends not to be as favorable.
In this report, ALG examines both the effect on vehicle values and the impact
on consumers, including a look at Saab’s path toward bankruptcy, and the
impact of the soap opera-like saga of the brand’s search for a suitor on the
current and future values of its vehicles. We use a mix of historical data and
analysis of the unique circumstances of the Saab brand, and contrast these
with the details of other defunct brands.
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THE END OF SAAB
ruptcy this past December 19. It appears that the deciding factor was General Motors’ misgivings about the
safety of its intellectual property, which led Saab’s former American owner to block the brand’s sale to Chinese
interests. At this point, even though both the parent company and the North American unit are headed for liquidation, there are still rumblings of a deal to buy the brand.
The Swedish brand’s tenure under GM’s ownership was tumultuous for
much of the past decade. While Saab had managed to increase its sales
with the introduction of the more mainstream 9-3 sedan in 2003, the
bump did not last long, and GM soon turned to badge-engineered variants of other products to try to diversify Saab’s portfolio from its historical
two-car lineup.
Each of these models, the Subaru Impreza-based 9-2X and the Chevrolet
TrailBlazer-based 9-7X, peaked with less than 6,000 retail sales, and by
2008 the brand’s overall sales were dwindling. By the end of that year,
become the painful drama of Saab’s demise over the next three years.

HISTORICAL LESSONS
Many automotive brands have fallen by the wayside in the history of the
U.S. market. Some were no longer relevant, while others simply became
redundant within the portfolios of their parent companies, an unsustainable situation in a competitive industry.
While the Hummer brand presents an excellent example of the former
situation, the majority of the recent brand closings among the domestic
automakers were precipitated by a trend of badge engineering that led to
overlap and eroding market share. It might be argued that Saab’s fate was
brought about by a bit of each factor, and by the end, the brand was havIt is perhaps a byproduct of this lack of clarity that Saab’s death has
been drawn out over the course of three-plus years, but this does make it
somewhat unique in the annals of closed brands. Still, now that the fate of
Saab’s current incarnation has been sealed, there are plenty of examples
from history that can serve as a guide regarding what might happen to
values of Saab vehicles going forward. Using those examples and applying current market and brand dynamics, ALG can forecast the impact on
current and future vehicle values.

IN SUMMARY
• The trajectory of
vehicle values during
and following a brand
closure differs greatly
based on circumstances surrounding the
brand and how differentiated that brand is
among its competition.
• In Saab’s case, the
brand started losing value long before
there was uncertainty
surrounding the company’s viability.
• Consumers considering purchasing a Saab
must be aware of two
factors impacting
their vehicle’s value:
a highly depressed
brand and uncertainty surrounding the
ownership experience.
Those comfortable
with these issues can
find good value.
• Any company considering purchasing the
Saab brand faces an
uphill battle in resurrecting consumer
confidence the brand.

OLDSMOBILE
Perhaps one of the best brands to start with is Oldsmobile, due to the length of time it took to close the brand.
2004, almost three and a half years later.
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36m Auction Values - Oldsmobile vs. Chevrolet - 6m Moving Average

Source: ALG

Here we look at a comparable basket of vehicles for each brand (Alero, Bravada and Silhouette for Oldsmobile;
Malibu TrailBlazer and Venture for Chevrolet), and the relative used pricing movements among them on an average basis.
The relationship between Oldsmobile and Chevrolet remained fairly stable until a few years after the announced
after the announcement that the Oldsmobile brand would be closing its doors, the brand’s vehicles brought an
average of more than $500 above Chevrolet vehicles, until late 2006. Part of what helped keep the brand aloft
was the use of the “Backed by General Motors” tagline, which reminded buyers that their warranty and service
experience would remain seamless, even after the brand’s exit.
The implications for Saab are most applicable for the vehicles built during the GM era, which lasted until the
end of 2009. Because vehicles built before 2010 will still have warranty coverage from GM, their value should be
comparatively higher than Saabs built in 2010 or 2011. Warranty coverage, however, is less of a factor for used
car buyers, especially since 3-year-old vehicles have often either come to the end, or close the end, of their factory warranty coverage. What used Saab buyers are likely considering is the availability of parts and the ease of
locating an outlet to service their vehicles.
Still, for the direct impact of the release of information about the fate of the brand, it is useful to look at more
recent brand closures, for which there is more data available.

HUMMER
A brand that suffered a similar wind-down to Saab, complete with failed talks with prospective Chinese buyers,
was Hummer. In examining the values of the Hummer H2 and H3 compared with those of the Chevy Tahoe and
TrailBlazer, which derive from comparable platforms, we observe that Hummer began its decline in value before
GM announced that they were looking to unload the brand. In fact, this trend is fairly common, since the reason
behind many closures is that the brand no longer represents a compelling value proposition to customers.
This decline accelerated after GM put the brand up for review, lending empirical credence to the intuitive notion
that a dying brand will be less attractive to potential customers. Hummer continued to lose value in comparison
to Chevrolet up until the moment when GM gave up on its efforts to sell the brand to an outside buyer. At the
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36m Auction Values - Hummer vs. Chevrolet - 6m Moving Average

Source: ALG

incentives were already so high that this made little difference for the brand’s resale.
However, since that time, the value of Hummer vehicles has actually improved in relation to comparable Chevys,
which tells a different tale from that of Oldsmobile. As the Hummer brand’s tagline pointed out, its vehicles were
to a similar Chevrolet or Pontiac, decreasing the likelihood that used buyers would stick with the defunct brand.

MERCURY
Ford’s wind-down of its semi-premium Mercury brand provides some good insight into the “chicken or egg”
nature of the relationship between brand status and resale value.
Due to the high level of overlap between the two lineups, ALG was able to use a fairly large basket of models
to illustrate the value of the two brands, including the Crown Victoria/Grand Marquis twins, the Escape/Mariner,
the Fusion/Milan and the Explorer/Mountaineer. Due to the relative stability of values for these averages, and the

36m Auction Values - Mercury vs. Ford - 6m Moving Average

Source: ALG
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fairly wide spread between the brands—Mercurys bring nearly $7,000 more at auction—we have chosen to
present the data in index form.
Mercurys began to lose value relative to Fords in 2009, and this march has continued since. While Ford rapdecline occurred before the June 2010 announcement of the brand’s closing, though the trend continued as
Mercury was shown the door and production ceased. In contrast to the Hummer brand, Mercurys offered little
to differentiate them from its corporate siblings, which gave used buyers no reason to seek them out once the
brand was gone.

PONTIAC AND SATURN
We see similar, but less pronounced results with the Pontiac and Saturn brands. Again, the overlap between
the brands allows for a representative basket across the brands, including Chevrolet. ALG used the Equinox/
Torrent/VUE small crossovers, the Uplander/Montana/Relay minivans and the Malibu/G6/Aura midsize sedans
in our analysis. Because of the relatively tight relationship in values between the brands, we’re able to use actual dollar values.
The impact was more extreme for Saturn, which, at the point of its announced closing, was at parity with the
has since grown to $2,000.

36m Auction Values - Pontiac/Saturn vs. Chevy - 6m Moving Average

Source: ALG

closure was announced. This is likely related to the rockier path that Saturn took towards oblivion, with its deal
about the brand, and is evidence that Saab could take additional lumps from its continuing struggle.

THE SAAB TURMOIL
Saab’s value initially mimicked that of Hummer, dropping before any announcement about the brand’s status.
Looking at two fellow GM brands – one luxury (Cadillac) and one mainstream (Chevrolet) we see that Saab
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Used Statistical Brand Value - Saab vs. Other Brands
Brands vs. Industry Average

Source: ALG

began with a premium versus the Chevy brand, but the gap steadily closed as Saab lost its cachet as a luxury
brand. By 2005, well before GM announced that the brand was under strategic review, Saab’s values had
dropped consistently below those of Chevrolet.
Perhaps the starkest illustration of the plight of Saab over the past decade is ALG’s Used Statistical Brand Value
model. This model uses auction data from 1- to 5-year-old vehicles, with an emphasis on 3-year-olds, and strips
out all extraneous factors, such as equipment, performance and pricing, to isolate the intrinsic value of a brand.
When ALG began measuring brand value in 2001, Saab was well above the industry average—with a similar position to that of Acura, and 10 ppts above fellow Swede Volvo. Saab has plummeted since then, with by far the largest
decline in the industry. Even the other GM brands that have been shuttered have not suffered this kind of decline.
This analysis reveals that the Saab nameplate has been stripped bare of much of its value, and that there may
not be much more room for decline. In fact, Saab’s value seems to have bottomed out over the past few years.

36m Residual Values - 9-3 vs. Competitive Set
2011 MY in Jan/Feb 2012 Edition

Source: ALG
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What the data suggest is that brands react very differently to wind-down, based on the factors that led up to
closure, and the circumstances of the process itself. ALG has already adjusted the brand’s projected values
downward by around $1,000 between the January/February and March/April editions as part of the standard
protocol for discontinued brands. Saab’s residual positioning continues to be well below the industry average, a
A comparison of residuals between the 9-3, Saab’s volume model, and its competitors, reveals the extent of the
disadvantage that ALG sees in Saab’s retention. While newer models, like the 9-4X and 9-5, have better projected

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR CONSUMERS?
There are two key questions consumers should be asking.
First, if I buy a Saab, what does its future value look like? Going forward, Saab’s used values will continue to
dealers held a 221-day supply of vehicles as of January 1, many have been moving aggressively to liquidate that
stock through heavy discounting. While aggressive discounting—with some dealers advertising heavy markdowns in the 40-percent range—may put additional pressure on used prices, this pressure will be short-lived.
This has led to renewed interest from customers looking for close-out deals, and depending on the nature of
the discount, this could easily make up for the hit to future value.
In fact, retention of a Saab bought right now could be quite competitive. One dealer is advertising a discount of
37% off of MSRP on a 9-3 currently. If that vehicle retains 31% of its MSRP after 36 months, it will actually be
retaining 49% of its selling price, which is much more competitive amongst vehicles in the segment.
Second, if I buy a Saab, where will I get my car serviced? There are various other factors, such as availability of
parts, the warranty issue, and recent news of more efforts to save the brand. Regarding parts availability, Saab
Parts is a separate entity, and the company has reported that it will continue to serve the needs of owners,
however distribution of those parts is a question. As mentioned, the lack of a warranty is less of an issue for
used buyers, since the coverage gap for a buyer of a 3-year-old Saab is only one year versus a typical factorywarranted competitor. The legacy dealer network will still continue to service these vehicles, even after their
showrooms have moved beyond the Saab brand.

36m Residual Values - Saab vs. Industry

Source: ALG
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for its cult following, reducing the availability may raise the desirability.

IN SUMMARY
It’s not surprising that our analysis concludes that brands react very differently to a wind-down, based on the
factors that led up to closure and the circumstances of the process itself. Although the Saab story starts out
with a unique brand à la Hummer, it ends much more like brands with replaceable alternatives like Mercury, only
with less overall brand value.
ALG has already adjusted Saab’s projected values downward by around $1,000 between the January/February
and March/April editions as part of the standard protocol for discontinued brands. Saab’s residual positioning
Finally there is the continuing saga of news about a deal with the Chinese company Youngman. As this report
happen, it would not include production of the recently introduced 9-4X and 9-5 due to IP concerns, and the
three years to resume production of MG vehicles after buying the brand from receivership, and another three to
ALG will continue to examine the data going forward, but barring any extraordinary developments, we do not
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